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BoE Preview: February 2023 
Statement/Minutes release: 12:00GMT, Thursday 15 December  

Summary/Minutes: https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-

policy-summary-and-minutes/2023/february-2023 

Monetary Policy Report: https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-

policy-report/2023/february-2023 

Press conference: 12:30GMT, Thursday 2 February 

MNI View: Vote split could see dovish reaction 

Tim Davis, 31 January 

The MNI Markets team expects a 50bp hike at the February 2023 MPC meeting, but see around a 

30% probability subjectively of a 25bp hike instead. At the time of writing markets are pricing around 

an 83% probability of 50bp. We see a few reasons for a slightly higher probability of a 25bp hike. We 

also think there is better risk-reward to position for a dovish outcome than for a hawkish move due 

to our expectations that there could be a more dovish vote split than the market expects. 

There has been little communication since the last MPC meeting 
There has been very little communication from MPC members since the December decision. Chief 

Economist Pill sounded modestly hawkish in his 9 January speech in which he pointed out the risks 

of inflation being more persistent than the November MPR forecasts suggested. His comments were 

certainly pointing in favour of a further hike, but there was little in the comments to really discern 

the magnitude of the hike that he would prefer. The only time he mentioned “forcefully” in his 

speech was when he outlined the current guidance from the MPC. In spite of this we would still 

expect Pill to continue to vote for a 50bp hike in the upcoming meeting, but more due to 

developments in labour market and core inflation data than due to his speech. 

We have also heard from Governor Bailey on a couple of occasions. He was asked whether market 

pricing of around 4.50% was appropriate and he chose to say that ahead of the November MPC 

meeting pricing was inappropriate. This was read by markets as a broad endorsement of current 

market pricing and a suggestion that he would therefore vote for 50bp in February. However, we 

would be a little more cautious about the certainty implied here. Just because Bailey did not push 

back on market pricing does not explicitly mean he is endorsing it – just that he does not think it is 

wildly inappropriate. MPC members would generally not particularly care if the market’s terminal 

rate was priced 50bp or so in the wrong direction but anything more than that would start to garner 

their attention. Indeed, the December MPC communication did not include any pushback on market 

pricing so for Bailey to have done it independently would have been a new signal to the market, 

rather than just an endorsement of previous communication. 

The only other MPC member that we have heard from this year is Catherine Mann – the only 

member to hawkishly dissent and vote for 75bp in December. She again sounded hawkish noting 

that she doesn’t see a risk yet of policy over-tightening with a need to do more on raising interest 

rates. However, in line with the views of most analysts we don’t think it really matters to the market 
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if she votes for 50bp or 75bp at the February meeting as her views are seen so far from the centre of 

the MPC that her comments are not representative of the MPC as a whole. 

Data has been in favour of a 50bp hike in our view 
Recent MPC communication therefore gives us very little confidence in how to call the February 

meeting and instead we look to three factors. First, the data since the last meeting in our view has 

been in favour of 50bp. Wage data picked up further, and with unions strike action if anything 

becoming more intense over coming months there are few signs that wage growth will moderate, 

despite some very early signs that the tightness in the labour market might be slowing starting to 

abate. Furthermore, despite headline inflation having peaked, core CPI and in particular services are 

appearing stickier than had been hoped for even a few months ago. We think that this will continue 

to be a worry for MPC members. 

But we are moving into or already in restrictive territory 
The second factor that we look at is the estimate of the neutral rate. Both Dhingra and Tenreyro 

already argued in December that they believed there had been enough tightening already that had 

yet to filter through to the economy to bring inflation back under control. In the Bank of England’s 

MaPS survey of market participants the median expectation of the neutral rate was 3.00% with the 

75th percentile of respondents expecting 3.50% (and indeed the 25th percentile expecting 2.50%). 

This spread of expectations is probably reflected on the MPC, too, but crucially we think that MPC 

members will now believe that neutral has at least been reached so any hikes from here are into 

restrictive territory. In our view this is the biggest reason to expect a slowdown in the pace of hikes. 

When rates are already restrictive there is less need for hikes to be of the same magnitude as 

previously. We think that this could sway Cunliffe and potentially Broadbent to vote for smaller 25bp 

hikes at this meeting and if joined by other MPC members would result in a smaller overall hike. 

NAIRU rate expected to be higher than previous estimate 
Finally, the February meeting will see the Bank produce a new NAIRU estimate (non-accelerating 

inflation rate of unemployment) as part of its annual stock take exercise. Last year’s estimate saw 

the NAIRU at 4.25% and this is widely expected to have increased (indeed, Pill hinted at this in his 

recent speech). We expect that most MPC members have already at least mentally revised up their 

own individual NAIRU estimates, but a higher NAIRU estimate could help push inflation forecasts 

higher, which at the margin could push in favour of a 50bp rather than 25bp hike. 

Data rather than communication leaves us expecting a 50bp hike 
So overall, the MNI Markets team think it is the data rather than recent MPC communication that 

will push the MPC to vote for 50bp but that with rates already at or above neutral there is a non-

negligible chance of a slowdown to 25bp at the upcoming meeting (we subjectively estimate about 

30% probability). In terms of the vote split we expect Dhingra and Tenreyro to vote for unchanged 

rates and see a good chance that Cunliffe and even potentially Broadbent vote for a 25bp rather 

than a 50bp hike. We don’t really have a strong view on whether Mann will vote for 50bp or 75bp 

but as discussed earlier we think this will have very little market reaction either way. 

Vote split could be more dovish than market expect 
If we are right on the vote split and we get potentially 1-2 more dovish dissenters than in December 

we think that there could be a decently dovish market reaction with the terminal rate moving to a 

4.35-4.40% range (from the 4.45-4.50% range currently). We think a similar market move could be 
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seen with only Dhingra and Tenreyro as dovish dissenters if the “forceful” part of the guidance is 

removed – again a non-negligiable chance in our view. 

Obviously a 25bp hike would see an even more dovish market move – even if the guidance was 

unchanged and it was delivered with a close decision. 

However, if “forceful” remains with only Dhingra and Tenreyro as dovish dissenters and a 50bp hike 

is delivered, we think the market will pay more attention to inflation forecasts, the NAIRU estimate 

and any other communication in the Minutes or press conference. We would be biased to see a 

hawkish market reaction in this scenario, but there is even a chance here that the market doesn’t 

see too much of a lasting move into a hawkish direction.  

 

 

  

Central Bank Watch - Bank of England
January 31, 2023

MNI Bank of England Data Watch List
Inflation Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

CPI % y/y 10.5 10.1 9.4 1.26

Core CPI % y/y 6.3 6.5 5.8 0.29

PPI Output % y/y -1.3 -0.9 -0.7 -1.00

Inflation Swap 5y/5y % 3.59 3.52 3.67 -0.37

Economic Activity Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

PMI Manufacturing Index 46.7 46.2 52.1 -1.45

PMI Services Index 48.0 48.8 52.6 -1.14

Manufacturing Production % y/y -5.9 -7.2 -4.8 -0.06

Index of Services % 3m/3m -0.1 0.1 0.3 -1.34

Monetary Analysis Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Consumer Credit GBP Bn 0.49 0.73 1.70 -0.23

Mortgage Approvals K 35.60 66.77 63.50 -1.89

Lending Sec on Dwellings GBP Bn 3.20 5.76 5.03 -1.46

Nationwide House Prices % y/y 2.8 9.5 10.7 -1.73

Consumer / Labour Market Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Retail Sales Inc Petrol % y/y -5.8 -6.7 -6.3 -0.70

Consumer Confidence Index -45.0 -47.0 -41.0 -0.31

Employment Chge 3m/3m K 27.0 -109.0 297.0 -0.33

Ave Weekly Earnings 3m % y/y 6.4 6.1 6.4 0.58

Markets Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Equity Market (All Share) Index 4236 3876 4107 1.30

10-Year Gilt Yield % 3.32 3.52 1.86 0.32

Gilt Curve (2s-10s) bps -13.9 18.3 15.4 -0.76

GBP TWI Index 78.52 78.14 79.66 0.51
Note: For quarterly data the 3m ago column will display the previous data point and the 6m ago column will display the data point prior to that. 
Source: MNI, Bloomberg
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MNI Instant Answers 

• Ahead of each policy meeting the MNI Markets team select a number of questions that 

should capture the essence of the central bank meeting in questions that can largely be 

answered either numerically or with a yes or no, and which represent all of the expected 

tradable possibilities. 

• These questions will be published within the Preview document and 15 minutes before the 

announcement on both MNI Bullets and the interactive chat. 

• We aim to publish the answers within a few seconds of the embargo being released via the 

MNI Bullets and our interactive chat. 

Advantages 

• No need to scroll through 30 newswire headlines. 

• All of the tradable info you need delivered concisely straight to your bullet feed or the 

interactive chat. 

• Gives you the confidence that you can quickly trade at the announcement time. 

February Questions 

1. Was the Bank Rate raised, and if so by how much? 

2. Number of members voting for unchanged rate (or cut)? 

3. Number of members voting for a 25bp hike? 

4. Number of members voting for a 50bp hike? 

5. Number of members voting for a 75bp or larger hike? 

NB: On questions 2-5 we will name the dissenters 

6. Did the MPC say, that in the run-up to the February policy decision, it believed market 

pricing was over-estimating the peak for Bank Rate? 

7. Did the MPC again say “forceful” action could be used “if required”/ “as necessary”? 

8. If any ‘guidance’ was offered by the MPC, was it backed by all or by most/majority of the 

MPC? 

9. Did the MPC say "Any future increases in Bank Rate are likely to be at a gradual pace and to 

a limited extent"? 

10. Did all/most of the MPC say the bank rate is now likely close to / at its peak (or similar)? 

11. At what level does the BOE MPC see the NAIRU? (last estimate at 4.25%)? 

12. UK CPI rate in two years' time at market rates (mode) 

13. UK CPI rate in two years' time on constant rates (mode) 

14. UK CPI rate in three years' time at market rates (mode) 

15. UK CPI rate in three years' time on constant rates (mode) 

16. What is the Bank's forecast for QQ Y/Y Q1 2024 GDP?  

17. What is the Bank's forecast for QQ Y/Y Q1 2025 GDP? 
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Summary of Analyst Views 

• 6 analysts have changed their BOE outlook since the December meeting: 

o For the February meeting the only change was from BofA who now expect 25bp 

(previously 50bp). BofA has also removed its May hike expectation so now sees a 

4.00% terminal rate (previously 4.50%). 

o All of the other forecast changes have been to the hawkish side: 

▪ Barclays and JP Morgan both added a 25bp May hike to a terminal 4.50%. 

▪ ING added a 25bp March hike to a terminal 4.25%. 

▪ Danske now look for 50bp in February and 25bp in March (prior 25bp/unch). 

▪ Berenberg added a 25bp March hike to a terminal 4.00%. 

• 17/23 (74%) of analysts look for a 50bp hike in February with the remaining 6 analysts 

expecting a slowdown to 25bp (although most noting this is a close call). 

• Market pricing of 46bp sees around a 83% probability of a 50bp hike. 

• In terms of the vote breakdown: 

o There is almost unanimous expectation that both Dhingra and Tenreyro will vote for 

no change to rates (although UBS point to risks of one or both voting for 25bp). 

o Slightly more than half of the analysts who discussed the breakdown expected 

Cunliffe to vote for a 25bp hike at this meeting. 

o Mann is generally expected to vote for 50bp but is seen far enough from the centre 

of the MPC that even if she votes for 75bp it would not be market moving. 

• Société Générale are alone in expecting a 50bp hike in March – 18/23 (78%) analysts expect 

a 25bp hike with 4/23 analysts (17%) expecting the final hike to be in February. 

• The median and mode of terminal rate expectations remain at 4.25% while the mean has 

crept up to 4.23% from 4.18% as the downside skew to analyst forecasts has been removed. 

• The terminal rate according to market pricing is down to around 4.46% by August (but 

largely priced by May). This is down from around 4.60% immediately following the 

December meeting.  

• 81% of analysts expect a terminal rate in a 4.00%-4.50% range:  

o Rabobank looks for 4.75% (4%) 

o 6 analysts look for 4.50% (26% up from 22%) 

o 8 analysts look for 4.25% (35%) 

o 6 analysts look for 4.00% (26% up from 22%) 

o 2 analysts look for 3.75% (9% down from 17%) 

• Timing of final hike: 

o 4/23 analysts look for February 2023 (17% down from 30%) 

o 13/23 in March 2023 (57% up from 48%) 

o 5/23 in May 2023 (22% up from 17%) 

o Rabobank looks for June 2023 (4%, unchanged) 

• Berenberg and UBS both expect 50bp of cuts in 2023 – all other analysts forecast no cuts 

before 2024, at the earliest. 
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Institution Post-December meeting Pre-February meeting

Rabobank
Will take some time to stop hiking with tight labour market; expect 4.75% terminal rate. 

50bp Feb23 hike then 25bp hikes in Mar23, May23 and Jun23. "Cuts could start in 2024."

50bp Feb23 hike with 7-2 vote (50/unch). Continue to expect further 25bp hikes in Mar23, 

May23 and Jun23 to a terminal 4.75% with no cuts before 2024.

Société Générale
Continue to look for further 50bp hikes in Feb23 and Mar23 to a terminal rate of 4.50%, but 

with risk of a 25bp hike in Mar23. 150bp of cuts in 2024 back to 3.00%.

50bp Feb23 hike and "possible that at least one member" may join 2 dovish dissenters. 

Expect final 50bp hike in Mar23 to terminal 4.50%.

JP Morgan
50bp Feb23 hike (debate 25bp vs 50bp). Assume "wage pressures continue to build" and 

economy "not showing true recession dynamic." 25bp hike to terminal 4.25% in Mar23.

50bp Feb23 hike; 7-2 vote (50/unch). Better ways of signalling 25bp hike than keeping 

"forceful" language. Look for 25bp hikes in Mar23 and May23 to terminal 4.50%.

Credit Suisse
BOE is "underestimating the persistence" of inflation. Further 50bp Feb23 hike, 25bp hikes 

in Mar23, May23 to 4.50%.

50bp Feb23 hike; 6-1-2 vote 50/25/unch. Risk "forceful" is dropped. 25bp hikes in Mar23 

and May23 due to persistence and strength of domestic inflation. No 2023 cuts.

Goldman Sachs
50bp Feb23 hike but vote split suggests 25bp possible if labour market significantly 

weakens. Further 25bp hikes in Mar23 and May23 to 4.50%. Cuts in 2024 to 4.00%.

50bp Feb23 hike; pencil  in 6-1-2 vote 50/25/unch and expect "forceful" to be replaced by 

meeting-by-meeting approach. Further 25bp hikes in Mar23 and May23 to 4.50%.

Barclays
Majority of MPC members to vote same way in Feb23 (so 50bp hike); final 25bp hike in 

Mar23. Risk skewed to 25bp Feb23 hike but bar is high dependent on labour market data.

50bp Feb23 hike with 7-2 vote (50/unch) with risks of a more dovish split. 25bp hikes in 

Mar23 and May23 to terminal 4.50% with 25bp cuts in Q3-24 and Q4-24 to 4.00%.

Deutsche
50bp Feb23 hike then 25bp hikes in Mar23, May23 to terminal 4.50%. "Real risk" of 25bp 

Feb23 hike and risk to terminal rate ti lted to the downside. 150bp cuts starting Q1-24.

50bp Feb23 hike; 6-1-2 vote 50/25/unch. Guidance may change to "modest hikes" and 

drop "forceful." 25bp hikes in Mar23 and May23 to 4.50%. 25bp/Q cuts beginning in 

Feb24.

ING
Expect final 50bp hike in Feb23 to a terminal 4.00% but this could be delivered in 2x25bp 

cuts instead. First cut after the Fed in "first few months" of 2024.

50bp Feb23 hike with 6-1-2 vote split 50/25/unch. Final 25bp in Mar23 to terminal 4.25%. 

Expect "forceful" language to remain to keep options open.

Danske
Final 25bp Feb23 hike to 3.75% with risks skewed to additional 2023 hikes. “Expect the 

increasingly weak growth outlook to support a near-term ending to the hiking cycle.”

Latest data support another 50bp Feb23 hike and also look for a further 25bp hike in 

Mar23 to terminal 4.25%. Don't expect cuts before 2024.

Nomura
Continue to look for 50bp Feb23 and 25bp Mar23 hikes so lower terminal rate forecast to 

4.25%. Now look for 3x25bp cuts in May24, Jun24 and Aug24 back to 3.50%.

50bp Feb23 hike with three-way vote split (at least two unch with some 25bp votes). Final 

25bp hike in Mar23 to terminal 4.25%. 3x25bp cuts in May24, Jun24, Aug24 to 3.50%.

BNP 50bp Feb23 hike and 25bp in Mar23 to terminal 4.25%. Look for 75bp of cuts in 2024.
7-2 vote for 50bp hike with Dhingra and Tenreyro voting for no change. Possible change in 

guidance to remove "forceful". Final 25bp in Mar23 to terminal 4.25%. No cuts until  2024.

NatWest Markets
Stick to terminal rate forecast of 4.25% reached in Q1-23. Look for 50bp Feb23 hike and 

add 25bp Mar23 hike. Look for cuts to begin in Q1-24 to 3.50% by end 2024.

50bp Feb23 hike with 6-1-2 vote split 50/25/unch. Final 25bp in Mar23 to terminal 4.25%. 

Removal of "forceful" would be a "powerful signal." Cuts starting Q1-24 to 3.50%.

Daiwa
Expect 50bp hike in Feb23 and final 25bp hike in Mar23 to 4.25% with risks "skewed 

slightly to the downside". 100bp of cuts from mid-2024 to 3.25% by end-2024.

50bp Feb23 hike with "non-negligiable risk of" 25bp. Guidance "might be more equivocal." 

Final 25bp Mar23 hike to 4.25% then 100bp cuts from mid-2024 to 3.25% by end-2024.

TD Securities
Expect 50bp Feb23 hike then final 25bp hike to 4.25% in Mar23. "Very soft data" could see 

a smaller 25bp Feb23 hike and 4.00% terminal rate. First cut in "early 2024."

50bp Feb23 hike with 1 vote for 25bp, 2 for unch and Mann 50/75bp. 1/3 chance of a 

25bp Feb23 hike. Base case: final 25bp Mar23 hike with 4.25% terminal rate.

UBS
50bp hike in Feb23 and 25bp in Mar23 to terminal 4.25% with risks "balanced". 25bp cuts 

from Nov23 to 3.75% by Q4-23 and 2.50% by end-2024.

50bp Feb23 hike but "chance that at least one" of Dhingra and Tenreyro could switch to 

voting for 25bp hike. Look for final 25bp hike in Mar23 to 4.25%.

SEB Expect final 50bp hike in Feb23 to a terminal 4.00% then on hold until  end-2023.
50bp Feb23 hike expected to be the peak as the economy enters a prolonged recession. 

Expect 25bp cuts in Aug24 and Nov24 back to 3.50% by end-2024.

Pantheon
Stil l  look for 4.00% terminal rate in this cycle and "for now" assume one final 50bp hike in 

Feb23 "but would not rule out" 2x25bp hikes in Feb23 and Mar23.

Expect 50bp hike with 1-5-1-2 vote split 75/50/25/unch. Expect this to be the final hike but 

risks are to the upside. Expect 50bp of cuts in 2024 back to 3.50%.

Bank of America
Base case 50bp Feb23 hike and 2x25bp hikes in Mar23 and May23 to 4.50%. "Burden of 

proof" has shifted dovishly increasing risk of 25bp in Feb23 or not reaching 4.50%.

Base case 25bp Feb23 hike (but risks skewed heavily to 50bp). Final 25bp in Mar23 

(irrespective of Feb move) to terminal 4.00%. 25bp cuts in Feb24 and Aug24 to 3.50%.

UniCredit
"Step-down the pace of rate hikes" to 25bp in Feb23 and a final 25bp hike in Mar23 to 

4.00% terminal rate. Then 25bp cut per quarter from Q2-24 to 3.25% by end-2024.

25bp Feb23 hike with Mann voting for more and Dhingra and Tenreyro on hold. 

"Acknowledge high risk of 50bp." Final 25bp Mar23 hike to 4.00% then 75bp cuts in 2024.

Morgan Stanley
Continue to look for 25bp hikes in Feb23 and Mar23 with 150bp of cuts beginning in Feb24. 

Dec22 meeting vote split "meant the meeting leaned dovishly."

25bp hike with 2-5-2 vote split 50/25/unch. Final 25bp hike in Mar23 to terminal 4.00%. 

Expect 150bp of cuts starting in Feb24 and accellerating over 2H24.

Berenberg
Expect final 25bp Feb23 hike as BOE "remains cautious about persistent inflation risks 

stemming from tight labour markets." 3x25bp cuts in Q3-23, Q4-23 and Q1-24 to 3.00%.

25bp Feb23 hike but close decision for the six members who voted for 50bp previously. 

Expect 25bp in Mar23 to terminal 4.00%. Cuts begin in Q4-23 to 3.00% by end-2024.

HSBC
25bp hike with 3-4-2 vote split 50/25/unch. Base case sees no further hikes but 50bp in 

Feb23 possible, as is 25bp in Feb23 with 25bp in Mar23.

RBC
Base case for final 25bp Feb23 hike as we have passed "peak inflation and labour market 

tightness". Risks of extending hiking cycle due to the labour market.

Expect 25bp hike with CPI fancharts showing inflation fall ing below target at the medium-

term horizon.

Source: Analyst previews and MNI

Note: Sorted by magnitude of next hike, then terminal rate, then pace of hikes, then end-2023 rate, then end-2024 rate.

Summary of Analyst Views (Sorted by Hawkish to Dovish); View changes in bold
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Analysts’ Key Comments (A-Z) 

Bank of America 

• Base case for 25bp but “risks skew heavily to a 50bp hike.” 

• BofA notes that since cutting its expectation of the terminal rate from 4.50% to 4.00%, 

“hawkish wage data since then raise the risk of 50bp. Either way, we expect the BoE to finish 

hiking in March. In our view, falls in headline inflation, recession and an easing labour 

market will allow the BoE to pause.” 

• “Forecasts will in our view show inflation returning quicker to the 2% target with a milder 

recession as supply chain difficulties and energy prices ease.” 

• “Expect the BoE to cut its mean inflation forecast at the one-year horizon by 60bp, but raise 

two-year inflation by 20bp to 1.9% from 1.7%. We see the three-year forecast at 1.2%.” 

• “If 25bp we would assume the doves (Dhingra, Tenreyro) join with some of the core of the 

Committee giving perhaps a 5-4 in favour of 25bp, or even 5-3-1 with one dissent for 75bp. 

For 50bp we would assume a three-way split is most likely, 2-6-1 (no change, 50bp, 75bp) 

with possibly a four-way split.” 

• BofA changed its BOE forecasts on 16 January and looks for 25bp hikes in February and 

March to a terminal rate of 4.00% (previously had expected 50bp in February and 2x25bp 

hikes in March and May to terminal 4.50%). BofA looks for 25bp cuts in February 2024 and 

August 2024 back to 3.50% by end-2024. 

Barclays 

• Expect 50bp hike with 7-2 vote (Dhingra and Tenreyro voting for no change). “Risks are tilted 

toward a more dovish split.” 

• “Such a response would be consistent with data flow and developments since December, 

which have showcased resilient activity and signs of persistent inflation.” 

• “Think the MPC will signal its intention to reduce the hiking pace to 25bp in coming meetings 

to reduce the risk of over-tightening. This may be signalled via removing, or softening, the 

“forceful” component of the forward guidance.” 

• “We think that the Bank is likely to revise up its assumption on the non-accelerating inflation 

rate of unemployment (NAIRU, which, shortly prior to the pandemic, it thought was around 

4.25%) on the back of a rise in frictions in the labour market (ie, skill mismatches, sectoral 

reallocation, higher cost of hiring immigrants).” 

• Barclays expect two final 25bp hikes in March and May to a terminal rate of 4.50%. In 2024 

Barclays looks for 50bp of cuts, 25bp in each of Q3-24 and Q4-24. 

Berenberg 

• Expect 25bp hike but “risks are skewed towards a 50bp hike.” 

• “While the two policymakers who voted to hold in December (Swati Dhingra and Silvana 

Tenreyro) will likely do so again, it will probably be a finely balanced decision for the six who 

voted for 50bp to repeat that or instead opt for slowing the pace to 25bp.” 

• “We look for the BoE to top out at 4.0% in March, with a risk of 4.25% in case of a 50bp hike 

this week. We do not expect the BoE to begin to start to reverse its cuts until Q4 and when it 

begins to ease to do so only cautiously for fear of restoking inflationary pressures during the 
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2024 upswing. We expect the BoE to cut the bank rate by just 100bp from Q4 2023 onwards 

to 3.0% by end-2024.” 

BNP 

• “Recent data, including better-than-expected GDP and concerning strength in wage growth, 

should keep a majority of the MPC favouring” a 50bp hike. 

• “Expect updated projections to show a less pessimistic growth outlook, and increased 

medium-term inflation, particularly if the projections also embed a higher equilibrium 

unemployment rate.” 

• “Base case is 7-2, with Swati Dhingra and Silvana Tenreyro maintaining their vote to keep 

rates on hold), while the guidance is likely to open the door to a slower pace of hikes ahead” 

• “With Bank Rate now higher and some tentative evidence of a turning in inflation 

expectations, we expect [Mann] to join the majority in voting for a 50bp move.” 

• “With significant headwinds from both Brexit and now a significant rise in economic 

inactivity due to long-term sickness, we suspect that there is a structural element to this 

labour market tightness. To put this into context, we estimate that if the NAIRU (non-

accelerating inflation rate of unemployment) was 0.5pp higher, this would add around 

0.25pp to inflation at the two-year horizon. What’s more, if the MPC simultaneously revises 

up its estimate of the equilibrium unemployment rate and revises down its forecast for 

unemployment (based on a less pessimistic growth outlook), this could have a compounded 

effect.” 

• “With Bank Rate – following next week’s move – likely closer to the level which the MPC 

judges to be an appropriate terminal rate, we would expect a subtle change here to “some 

further tightening in monetary policy” or something to that effect. There is a risk that the 

MPC goes even further by re-introducing the “further modest tightening” language last used 

in March 2022” 

• “We would not expect any reintroduction of push-back to the market terminal rate pricing.” 

• “We continue to expect one more 25bp move at the March meeting, taking Bank Rate to 

4.25% and a peak, in our view. We don’t expect cuts to materialise before 2024” 

Citi 

• Expect 50bp hike with 6-1-2 hike (50bp-25bp-unchanged). 

Credit Suisse 

• Expect a 50bp hike with 6-1-2 voting split with Cunliffe voting for 25bp while Dhingra and 

Tenreyro vote for no change. 

• “Expect the guidance on future hikes to remain unchanged at “further increases in Bank 

Rate may be required,” with the risk that the guidance on the willingness to respond 

forcefully if needed is dropped.” 

• “We believe that the persistence and strength of domestic inflation implies that it is too 

early for the BoE to downshift the pace of hikes from 50bps to 25bps, and we expect the BoE 

to hike to an above-consensus rate of 4.5% by mid-2023 (with rises of 50, 25, 25bps at the 

February, March, and May meetings, respectively) and not cut rates throughout the 

remainder of 2023.” 
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Daiwa 

• “We expect the majority on the Committee to favour a 50bps increase in Bank Rate this 

month. But we also recognise the non-negligible risk of a smaller hike. And while the Bank 

might well signal the likelihood of some additional tightening ahead, the forward guidance 

might be more equivocal than before.” 

• Continue to look for final 25bp in March with downside risks to 4.25% terminal view. Then 

unchanged through mid-2024 with cuts to 3.25% by end-2024 (with downside risks). 

Danske 

• “Believe the latest data releases support a continued forceful response by the BoE which 

favours a slightly more aggressive 50bp hike compared to the 25bp alternative.” 

• “We extend our current forecast to include a final hike of 25bp in March this year, 

forecasting a peak in the Bank Rate at 4.25%.” 

• “Expect BoE to return to its more dovish stance as recession risks should start to be more 

pronounced as the growth outlook continues to become weaker. We do, however, not 

expect cuts to materialise before 2024.” 

Deutsche 

• “Expect a 6-1-2 voting split in February, with six members opting for a 50bps hike, one 

member (Cunliffe) voting for a smaller 25bps hike, and two members (Tenreyro & Dhingra) 

calling for Bank Rate to stay at 3.5%” 

• “First, wage growth continues to outpace Bank and market expectations. Second, services 

inflation has strengthened further, outstripping Bank forecasts. Third, price pass-through 

remains historically elevated. And fourth, better growth prospects are likely to keep price 

pressures more elevated. Risks to our call are tilted to the downside” 

• “A change in forward guidance is likely in our minds. What should we expect? We expect the 

MPC to signal that "some further modest tightening may be appropriate in the coming 

months depending on the economic outlook". We also expect the MPC to refrain from 

talking up more 'forceful' hikes given how restrictive rates already are.” 

• “We see plenty of evidence to suggest that the level of NAIRU may have increased and will 

likely stay elevated for some time, hovering around 4.5% to 4.75%.” 

• “Expect the MPC to leave its estimate of potential growth somewhere around 1% to 1.5%, 

and likely sitting at the low end of the range.” 

• “In December, we raised some downside risks to our terminal rate forecast. We now think 

that skew is becoming more balanced. Stronger services inflation combined with sustained 

strength in the labour market have meant that risks to our terminal rate forecast (4.5%) are 

no longer one-sided.” 

• “Still see the MPC commencing on a short and shallow easing cycle from Feb-24 with rates 

likely to remain in restrictive territory (>2.5%) over the medium-term. But risks around the 

start of any rate cuts are shifting to a later start”. Deutsche Bank sees 25bp cuts in each of 

February, May, August and November 2024. 
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Goldman Sachs 

• A 50bp hike is “very likely.” “A step-down to 2bp cannot be completely ruled out but would 

be a major dovish surprise.” 

• Expect 6-1-2 vote split with Cunliffe voting for 25bp and Dhingra and Tenreyro voting for 

unchanged rates. 

• “Rather than reiterating that the MPC intends to act “forcefully”, we expect BoE officials to 

adopt a meeting-by-meeting approach, where the next steps are calibrated in response to 

the data. A modification along these lines would signal that a step-down to 25bp in March is 

the central scenario under the updated projections.” 

• “Expect the MPC to step down the hiking pace to 25bp in March but do not believe that the 

labour market and inflation data will allow the BoE to stop hiking before a terminal Bank 

Rate of 4.5% in May.” 

HSBC 

• 25bp hike with 3-4-2 vote split:  Mann, Haskel and Ramsden voting for 50bp; Bailey, Cunliffe, 

Broadbent and Pill for 25bp; Dhingra and Tenreryo for 25bp. 

• Base case sees no further hikes but 50bp in Feb23 possible, as is 25bp in Feb23 with 25bp in 

Mar23. 

ING 

• Expect 50bp February hike with final 25bp hike in March to terminal 4.25%. 

• Expect 6-1-2 vote split with Dhingra and Tenreyro voting for on hold and one member (most 

likely Cunliffe) voting for 25bp. 

• “The key question for Thursday is whether the Bank itself acknowledges its work is nearly 

complete. We suspect it’s more likely to keep its options open.” 

• “The Bank will likely repeat that it’s prepared to act ‘forcefully’ in future if required (though 

we learnt in December’s minutes that 50bp hikes classify as ‘forceful’). We also doubt Bailey 

will be willing to be drawn on whether the Bank could pivot back to a 25bp hike in March, 

nor indeed whether that would be the last move in the cycle.” 

JP Morgan 

• Expect 50bp hike with 7-2 vote (Dhingra and Tenreyro voting for unchanged) but note risks 

“that one or both of these members opts for 25bps, or for a 6-3 vote to materialise should 

Cunliffe or another dovish convert opt for 25bps.” 

• “While longer-term inflation expectations remain anchored, short-term ones have stayed 

high. Even as it revises down its near-term inflation profile significantly, the BoE is also likely 

to make a large upgrade to growth that will reduce the expected rise in the unemployment 

rate and lead to an increase in its medium-term inflation projection.” 

• “With growth having stayed very weak but without clear signs of a trend higher in the 

unemployment rate or a moderation in wage growth, it seems to us a safe assumption that 

the BoE will conclude potential growth has weakened, at least in the near term. But this 

would not amount to much in the way of new information, however, and we do not think it 

will be a big influence on the decision.” 

• “We think the MPC will certainly not want to rule out a 50bp in March, but the bar for the 

MPC to keep on delivering that outcome is shifting higher along with the level of rates itself. 
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Signalling a future 25bp hike would strike a balance between showing a sensitivity to the 

higher level of rates, while at the same time responding to the absence of a clearer turn in 

the labour market. We hence think there are probably better ways of signalling the BoE’s 

intentions than sticking with the forceful language.” 

• Look for two further 25bp hikes in March and May to 4.50% terminal rate. 

Morgan Stanley 

• Expect 25bp hike with 2-5-2 vote: Mann and Ramsen voting for 50bp with Dhingra and 

Tenreyro on hold. 

• “Think that a higher degree of confidence in medium-term projections with both the labour 

market and inflation inflecting,as well as a sharp downwards adjustment to near-term 

inflation on natural gas prices, will outweigh a touch more hawkish (and lagged) pay and 

services inflation prints.” 

• “Assuming a 25bp move is delivered, at a flat 3.75% Bank Rate, we expect inflation at 

unchanged rates in 1Q25 at 1.8%Y, although we see clear risks that adjustments to NAIRU 

and the output gap take the figure closer to 2.0%Y, signalling to the market that "some 

further moderate tightening" is likely before a pause.” 

• “See a final 25bp move in March, and Bank Rate held at 4.0% until February 2024.” 

• “Given the likely increase in NAIRU in the February MPR – from 4-4.25% towards 4.5% – we 

think that the jobless rate will cross the assumed equilibrium one only at the turn of 

2023/24. With that, we maintain our call for the first cut in February 2024... We expect 

150bp worth of cuts to a neutral rate of 2.5% once the cutting cycle commences. The pace is 

likely to accelerate over 2H24.” 

NatWest Markets 

• Expect 50bp hike with 6-1-2 vote (Cunliffe for 25bp; Dhingra and Tenreyro for unchanged). 

• “Removing any reference to acting ‘forcefully’ would be a powerful signal (and probably the 

simplest change to the guidance). If the ‘forceful’ language is retained, then perhaps an 

indication that the bar for that has been raised and/or a counter-balancing reference to a 

slower pace of tightening. Still, the Minutes are likely to signal an ongoing upside bias 

(‘further increases in Bank Rate might be required’).” 

• Look for final 25bp hike in March to terminal 4.25% then cuts of 25bp in each of Q1-24, Q2-

24 and Q3-24 to 3.50%. 

Nomura 

• Expect 50bp February hike with three way vote split. “At least” Dhingra and Tenreyro to vote 

for unchanged with some votes for 25bp. 

• “It is debatable whether [the “forceful”] language will be retained at the February meeting, 

though it might be – bearing in mind that the guidance was very much conditional.” 

• Nomura looks for final 25bp hike in March to terminal 4.25%. It then expects 25bp cuts in 

each of May, June and August 2024 back to 3.50%. 
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Pantheon 

• Expect 50bp hike but “to hold back from signalling further hikes are likely.” 

• Look for 1-5-1-2 vote split with Mann voting for 75bp, Cunliffe for 25bp and unchanged 

votes from Dhingra and Tenreyro. 

• Pantheon expects this to be the final hike with 50bp of cuts in 2024. 

Rabobank 

• Expect 50bp hike with 7-2 vote (Tenreyro and Dhingra voting for no change). 

• Continue to expect 25bp hikes in March, May and June to a terminal 4.75% with no cuts 

before 2024. 

RBC 

• Expect 25bp hike 

• “What ultimately tilts us toward 25bps is, along with the dovish outcome of the December 

meeting, our judgement that the CPI fancharts will show inflation falling more sharply in H2 

2023 than previously and below target at the medium term horizon.” 

SEB 

• Expect 50bp hike. “This is expected to be the peak since the economy will enter a protracted 

recession. Also, inflationary pressures have eased due to lower energy prices.” 

• See 25bp cuts in August 2024 and November 2024 to 3.50% by end-2024. 

Société Générale 

• Expect 50bp February hike. “It is possible that at least one more member joins the existing 

two in voting for no change or perhaps 25bp.” 

• “The hardening position of the two doves is highly significant. We think the downward 

revision to the inflation forecast will be the decisive factor. Yes, the MPC will remain 

concerned about earnings growth but inflation is set to fall much more rapidly than hitherto 

expected, which should help to contain inflation expectations in an acceptable range.” 

• “The focus of market scrutiny of the MPR and the minutes will be on the guidance over the 

terminal rate. Even though the outlook is less gloomy than expected only three months ago, 

we still think a recession is likely and the MPC’s forecasts should continue to predict one for 

this year. This, and the mounting evidence of some cooling in the labour market (vacancies 

and job growth in particular) should lead the committee to contemplate an imminent end to 

tightening.” 

• SocGen continues to looks for a final 50bp hike in March to a terminal 4.50%. 
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TD Securities 

• Expect 50bp hike with a two votes for no change, one for 25bp and Mann possibly voting for 

75bp again. 

• “The MPC is likely to suggest in the text or in the press conference that 50bps hikes are less 

likely going forward as Bank Rate approaches the terminal rate.” 

• Could remove the “forceful” part of the guidance and leave the rest intact until the MPC 

reaches its expected terminal rate and re-writes its guidance completely. 

• However, see a 1/3 chance of a 25bp hike which would see a hawkish accompanying 

message. 

• Base case sees final 25bp hike in March 2023. “If upside surprises to wages and core inflation 

continue, a further 25bps hike to 4.50% would be warranted.” 

UBS 

• Expect 50bp hike with “chance of at least one of” Dhingra and Tenreyro voting for 25bp 

rather than unchanged. 

• “While we expect the MPC to keep the guidance that "further increases in Bank Rate might 

be required", we will be closely watching for signals that the Committee is getting closer to 

the end of the hiking cycle.” 

• See balanced risks to a further 25bp hike in March. 

UniCredit 

• Expect 25bp hike with Dhingra and Tenreyro voting for on hold and Mann “likely to favor a 

bolder move.” 

• “A vote to step down the pace of rate hikes would largely be for risk-management reasons, 

given that monetary policy is in restrictive territory and the lags in the effects of monetary 

policy mean most of the impact has yet to materialize.” 

• “Acknowledge that there is a high risk that the MPC instead hikes by another 50bp given 

that core inflation has yet to show a clear downward trend, and they may be weary of 

disappointing financial markets.” 

• “With the economy weakening and inflation likely to fall more than the BoE had expected 

this year on lower natural gas prices, we doubt the MPC will continue to hike after 1Q23. We 

expect the MPC to do one final 25bp rate hike in March, taking the bank rate to 4.00%, and 

then to stay on hold for the remainder of the year.” 
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